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Advantages of the Humm’V III over Competitors 

1. On board smart chip charger.  

2. 12 Volt power. Controlled by computer chip in control panel.  

3. Easy clean out.  Maximum time – 2 min.  

4. Drip tray for travel and instant job site cleanup.  

5. Streak free, patented Lambskin pad with yarn sewn on three sides to feather solution to 

eliminate overlap lines, streaking, and puddles.  Lambskin pad engulfs debris on floor to 

eliminate streaks.  Competitors pad allows debris to be collected under looped end yarn leaving 

streaks.  

6. Automatically goes into auto flow mode when manual switch is released.  

7. Pad pressure regulator for ultrathin application or when using on floors that are not level.  Also 

for use with mopping, tacking and disinfecting pads.  

8. Two wheel magnetic sensors that only activate the pump when pulling the unit.  The pump will 

not activate when pushing the unit. 

9. Interchangeable, multiple length heads of 28”, 36”, and 48”.  

10. Removal of distribution tube without disassembly of pad holder.  

11. Unit has a check valve on the head assembly to ensure the unit is always primed.    

12. Prime system and load pad with solution without wetting pad first before installation.  

13. Distribution tube holes are the same size as a large paper clip for easy re-opening if needed.    

14. Ergonomically designed adjustable pull handle locks into four different heights for user comfort.  

15. Two large secure wheels plus two casters for stability and ease of turning versus one caster.  

16. Simple lift handle for pad holder.  Simply tip and slide the J-hook into the lifting bracket, 

allowing the lift handle to rest in a specialized holder.  

17. All electrical components are installed with quick connect terminals.               

18. Adjustable strap for securing pad holder, tray and manual attachments to unit for travel and 

storage.  
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19. Machine body is made of 11 gauge steel, with epoxy powder paint for durability.  Unit is not 

made of plastic.  

20. 70 PSI pump.  

21. Our patented pad design does not leave a small puddle of finish when making sharp 180 degree 

turns.  The competition needs to make wide sweeping turns or they leave a puddle of solution.  

22. Unit is manufactured in Elkhart, IN, USA.  All patents are in effect through 2023.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


